
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMAJTY

REPORTS SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH COm~CIL RESOLUTION
BY STATES PARTIES TO THE COVENMJT CONCERNING RIGHTS COVERED

ARTICLES 6 Ta 9

Introduction

By v'irtue of its Basic Law (Constitution) the Federal
a social .constitutional State with a liberal and democratic
dignity and social justice are two of the funda~ental values
is and-must be guided. In terms of social policy this means not
fear from material want and 108s of social status but also working
justice and genuine freedom in our society.

First regluar session, 1978
Agenda item 5. Implementation of the

International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights

This reportlinks up vIi th the Report on Economic, Social and
in the Federal Republic ofGermany-submitted in April 1974 and
eto.30 June 1973. 1/ In the subsequent period of time dealt with
efforts had to be concentrated on safeguarding,
exten'ding the system of social progress and achievements in
difficUlt situation owing to lower rates of economic growth and
than in previous years. In the period cove.red by~ this report,
increased·from 252,634 m DM in 1973 to 356,900 m DM in 1976.
rate for the same period of time, i.e. social benefits as a
GNP, increased from 27.2 per cent to 31.4 per cent. Between
aggregate wages and salaries increased from 423,800 m DM to a
510,600 m DJ\1, and the per capita annual income of wage and
from 18, 782 D~1 to 24,000 Dt,1.

!/E/CN.4/1155!Add.5.
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(a) Stability and Growth Promotion Act (see the

Reference is made to the Report on Economic, Social and
submitted in April 1974. Those COTI1ID.ents are still

A, 111 .A_ 1, 111 A 3 of the report) and can be supplemented

Preliminary remarks

Article 6: Th~ right to work

E/1978/8/Add.ll
English
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As a result of world-wide economic recession, which set
in consequence of the energy~ situation, employment

in the Federal Republic as elsewhere. Thus, there was a marked
rate of unemployment in the course of 1974 and 1975. The annual
for 1974 was 2.6 -per cent, rising to 4.7 per cent in 1975 and 4 6
In addition, there was a significant number of shart-time workers
peak in 1975 vTi th an annual average cf more than 770,000 at
over one million unemployed) •

In 1976 the number on short time was 277,000 on the annual
re-establishment of full employment therefore ranks first among the
the FederalGovernment. Ta this end the Government has· taken a
exceptional cyclical and fiscal measures in the past few years which
been supported by specific employment policy measures. These are
list in An~ex 1. l/

In the same period, the Federal Instituteof Labour
6,800 m DM in 1973 to 17,800 m DM in 1975 in order· to take account
demand for benefits in case of full ar partial unemployment, and
for measures of active employment policy (job creation, assistance in
re-inteerate the unemployed, various kinds of assistance to increase
mobility, vocational training).

A. Special mention is made of the following legislation:

~ E/CNe4/1155/Add.5.

3/ A list of GAnnexes mentioned in the report is
refer;nce material are available for consultation in the files of
in the ori.ginal language.

~ E/CN.4/1155/Add.5-.

Employment policy measures by the Federal Government and the
of Labour have considerably eased the situation on the labour
statutory i.·egulations provided for higher benefits, thus
scope for its remedial measures. In this context it i8 worth
payments in respect of wage debts in the event' of bankruptcy have
(see Art. 9, A~nex 1). -

e
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Reference is made to the 1974 report (III Al), to
remarks are added:

The Federal Republic of Germany ratified ILO
discrimination in respect cf employment and occupation.

Early in 1977 a joint Programme for Foreign Worker Employment
elaborated by the Federation and the Länder. It lays particular
on the integration cf foreigners already living in the
The recruitment ban introduced in autumn 1973 has
in the interest of the German work force and the
in .~he Federal Republic.

Both for employees and employers, all servic
charge. Placement agencies are independent and neutral

·At p·resent-l.9 m foreign employees ar~ making use of
earn their living in a freely chosen a.nd acc.epted

Article 3 (2) of the Basic Law guarantees equal rights
at work. In 1976 48 per cent of wamen in the age
gainfully employed. The objective of government
to enable warnen with family responsibilities
employment •

(c) Vocational Training Act (see '.Annex 2);

(2) Reference is made to the preliminary remarks on

(3) The Federal Institute of Labour oversees a
exchanges, branch and ancillary offices. There are a
exchanges and 532 branch offices providing general
all easily accessible. In addition there are
for job seekers with higher qualifications.

(b) Employment Promotion Act (see the 1974 report, I, A
original version of this Act, which has been amended
is included in the 110 Legislative Series,
1969 No. 1;

( Vocationa1 Training Promotion Act;

(e) Article 12 of the Basic Law excludes compulsory and
guarantees the individual's basic right to choose his
of work and place of training.

(1)

The Federal Republic of Germany ratified ILO Conventions
122, the purpose of which is toensure the exercise of
of occupation •

•
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the principle cf confidentiality thus
full promotion in respect cf

(4) Since the submission cf the last report methods and
vocational guidance have been improved. Non-nationals
vocational guidance to thesame extent as nat~_6.~~_~

Benefits in respect of vocational training
the Employment Promotion Act have been adapted
situation. As fram 1 August 1974, children of
the European Community have for the first time been

ion scheme provided that at least one
lawful residence and employment in the Federal
the last three years preceding the beginning of the
benefits are to be awarded.

In consequence of the continued unfavourable employment
conditions for the participation in vocational
(minimum periods of employment) have been made less
regulations applicable as from early 1976. This measure
the particular benefit cf young people.

•
In the course of economic recession the Federal
significantly extended its promotion cf vocational
for young ~Torkers. At present approximately 30,000
taking part.in vocational training programmes.

Tl1e vocational training scheme is set out in detail in
text cf the Vocational Training Act is attached in

The Protection against Dismissals Act protects emp10yees
unwarranted dismissal. In case cf dismissal they may
court for review. The works council must be consulted
dismissal, otherwise the notice is null end void.

For certain groups of persons, e.g. the severely di.sabled
protection against dismissal is provided fore Special
agreements concerning the protection ofemployees
were concluded with the object cf protecting employees
cf changes in production processes or working methods
effect include dismissal-ban clauses in respect cf older
a leng period cf service. Moreover, special collective
concerning the protection cf older employees have been
recent years, one aim cf which is to preclude routine
guarantee the earnings for all employees covered
agreements and having reached a certain age and

cf years of service.

(5)

-

(6) See the remarks to Article 6 as weIl as
Article 9, 2 (h) and 3 aste social
'unemployment •



The negative labour market trends which adversely affect
situation of the severely disabled are to be counterbalanced
finance programmes to reduce unemployment among the s
in particular Annex 1, item 6).

In the period under review the institutions of vocational
have been further developed. The system o,f permanent
the training cf young people and retraini~g·of disabl~u

and thus contributed to a significant incr~ase

training and retraining places. In the same
workshops for the disabled was increased to

In order to take account of the current employment situation
decided to amend the Labour Promotion Act within the scope
structure Improvement Act of December 1975, with the aim of
for the promotion of vocational training to the current needs
market and recent developments. The financial burden on the
insurance system is to be eased by the speed:ler placement of
persons , administrative ,procedures are "to be simplified in
the payment of benefits, and the provisions relating to
reserves are to be modified to improve the timingand scope
Government financial support.

c. See the preliminary remarks to Article 6.

The importance of the rehabilitation of ~he disabled
protection of the severely disabled was mentioned
text of the Severely Handicapped J?,~rsons Act is
following remarks might be added:

Artic1e7: ,The right to just and favourable conditions of work

PLeliminaryremarks

NationallavlS and regulations in their turn he1ped
1vorl~ers.. Apart. fromvarious ·acts, which vTill be dealt
be made of improvements regarding the protection cf
unjust ed dismissal, paid holidays, the contin11ation of wage
event of sickness, aneL the continuation of wage payments in
holidays.

e

It is one ofthe major aims cf social policy in the Federal
_.ermany to. pro.vide.. just and favoura.ble,workin g conditions for the
"im is acnieved on the one hand bynational'legislation and on the

numerous·'.collective agreements vlhich the trade unions conclude
emlilc>:yers 'associations or with individual employers within
autonomy which the constitution guarantees to both sides
p~riod under r.eviev.r,a number of collective agreements
as awhole, have ensured' a constant'improvement in the



The trade unions are adequately represented in the

The supervisory boards of the undertakings are composed 0

of shareho~der representatives and worker representatives

Participation in the eoal, iron and steel industry remains
one-third representation under the 1952 Works Constitution
to apply to smaller undertakings.

A cOPY of this Act is attached to this report (Annex 2).

A. Remuneration

Foreign,-,:workers living in the Federal Republic of Germany
advantages and privileges of German labour la1? They have a
to be elected in works council elections and in elections of worKe
to supervisory boards. In addition, discrimination for any of the
in Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Covenant is prohibited. At this j
shou1d be made to the discrimination prohibition contained in Article
of the Basic1l~aw." in Section 75 cf the i'lorks Constitution Act, and in
and Land Stgtr Representation Acts. Accordingly, the Federal
not only ratified the International Convention for the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination of 7 March 1966 but also Convention No 111 of

~International Labour Organisation concerning Discrimination in
and Occupation. In the period under review, the Federal
moreover ratified 1LO Convention No. 135 concerning protection
afforded to worker representatives in the undertaking.

Finally the action programme "Research on the Humaniz
mentioned which was passed in May 1974. It advocates research
geared to the needs of the workersand aims at humanizing
projeets have been prepared to identif:y the principal stress factors
of work and to make possible the elimination of already knOvffi
copy of this programme is attached hereta (Annex 3).

(I) In the Federal Republic of Germany the fairness of wages, a

E/1978/8/J~dd.ll
English
Page 6

1t covers also groups of companies and parts thereof if
of the group employ on the wholf= more than 2, 000 worl~ers

The 1974 report already referred to the participation
councils (Sections I.and 111 A 2)\1 A copy of the Works Constitut
regulates tllese matters is attached to this 'report (Annex 1). Since
freely elected worker representatives have been entitled to
at company level. The Workers Participation Act entered into
It gives work.ers· considerably more rights in large
being:

Participation applies to und.f=J.:rtakings with a
ovm which emplqy.more than 2,000 workers.

e



embadied in the constitutions of several Länder, is ensured
means of a network of collective agreements ed on the
Agreements Act. Special statutory provisions were made
under certain conditions minimum wages may be

~he wages and salaries laid do~m by the collective
for the remuneration of the majority of workers. In
agreements are concluded for individual
occupations. At present there are na minimum wages

Since the coming into existence of the Federal Republic
the promulgation qf the Callective Agreements Act in
collective agreements had been concluded by the end of
about 30,000 are in force at present. Over the few
and 8,000 new collective agreements are concluded per year
replace previous collective agreements.

The collective agreements which are at present
Republic of Germany cover the major p'art of the
and contain aseries of provisions on working
are not regulated by the legislator but ieft to the social
regulation within the limits of "wage autonomy, or for fields
legislator laid down minimum requirements but where collective
contain considerable improvements for the benefit of the

From year to year, therefore, many collectively agreed
improved for the benefit of numerous workers.

For persons engaged in homework to whom in general the
(sometimes .with certain modifications) apply to the same
workers, the remuneration and other terms of the work
determined by collective agreements and, in so far as such
not applicable to homeworkers, by binding decisions taken
homework committees vvith the consent of the
These binding decisions have the effect of a
agreement. are thus binding also on all

.Whilst the general working conditions are laid dovm in
agreements or in special agreements, t.he rates cf wages and
fixed by collective agreements on wages and salaries. The wages
as weIl as thetraining pay are as a rule increased
of new collective agreements, whereas provisions on
are operative for langer periods since the period of
collective agreements is also longer. Yet quite
working conditions are brought about by the conclusion cf
whilst the skeleton collective agreement is still in force.•

(2)

-

e



ofthe time and place for and the form of

questions related to remuneration arrangements
including in particular the establishment of
and the introduction and application of new remuneration
rüodifications of existing methods;

the determination of piece and bonus rates and
related remuneration including cash coefficients
time unit).

homeworkers alike, irrespective cf whether
or not tt T11e lIomework. Amenol!lent Act of 29
inlprovements for hOme1rlOrkers; it provides in
between remw1eration and other conditions and
wages and other collecti \lelJT agreed 1vorl\:in f
protection against dismissal for homeworkers was consi

The works council has, among other things, to see
to Acts, regulations, collective agreements and
the be11efit of the wor};:ers and to mak.e recommendations
foraction benefi ting the establishment and the
of statutory provisions or collective s, the
a sajr in the follovTing m.e:tt ers :

11
English
Page 8

(3) The collectively agreed remuneration of the workers consist
cases of the basic wage plus allowances or increments for
activities. Over and above the ordinary wages, the collect
provide for fringe benefits such as an additional pay
13th monthly wage or contributionsof the employer for
purposes. The worker may request that the computation
of his remuneration be explained to him by the

(4) Incomes. have developed as folIows:

IJ

e
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As

1956
1957
1958

.,. 1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974- .J..~()

1976
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Calculated with the index for
households of workers. As at

Real

Men and wernen

Index cf real wages 1/
cf wage earners

industry

wage wage

=100
ur~

32.9 35.7
34.9 37.8
36.9 39.9

1953 39.4 42.7
1954 40.3 44.2

1955 42.4 46.6
1956 45.5 49.0

48.4 50.5
50.6 51.9
52.8 54.0

56.9 58.2
61.3 62.7
66.4 67.2
69.3 69.5
73.4 73.4

77.9 78.2
80.3 79.9
81.7 78.3
84.2 82.5
89.9 89.7

100.0 100.0
105.6 103.5
109.2 105.1
112,,9 10907
118.5 110u8

118.4 109.2
120.4 113e7

e
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As regards the progress achieved see preliminary remarks on
statements under A 2. Difficulties cf the type mentioned
General Guidelines did not arise. The problem of li'light wage
wemen (cf. V af the 1974 report) is carefully studied. The
expertise mentioned in the 1974 report was in the me
forwarded to the Germall Parliament. It faund the consent of
industry.

From the provisions of the Basic Law on equali ty of
the Federal Labour Court deri ved in i ts

anal guarantee of the principle of
pay for men and 14'Omen. This principle is not only
binding also on both sides of industry, which in the
Germany settle matters relating ,to wages.. It is a
wage deduction formulas or special wage categories
included in collective agreements. ~1US there are
collectively agreed wages for men and warnen for
cf. the 1974 report (III A 5).

'VIi th due regard to the of wage auton oIDy" ,
may regulate working conditions in plant agreements
on the workers concernedll In all t'hese matters
have to ensure that 811 persons employed in the firm are
the principleJ~ cf law and equi ty end in particular that
discrimination against persons on account of their race,
origin, political or trade union activity or convictions,

Safe and healthy working conditions

In the period under review the following laws and
force:

In the Federal Republic of Germany safe and healthy worlting
guaranteed by numerous regulations of the Federal Government
in particular on the basis of ,the Trade Act, but also by spe
the Maternity Protection Act, the Protection cf Young Workers
Act, and the Atom c Ene rgy Act, as 1fe11 as by the dent
Regulations issued by the accident insurance institutions.
participate in this task.

A compilation of the applicable regulations is contained
Prevention Report which was submitted to the legis
October 1976.

1. rrhe Act on minimum requirements for worker
the employer to ensure that communal accommod~tion for
fit standard. Itmust be ensured that such communal
cf an adequate size and not overcrowded.
must be regarding lighting, ventilation,

and noise, water and energy supplies, s

( 5)

( 6)

( 1)

B.

--

e
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years

five-day week with 40 working hours;

extension of paid annual holidays;

raising the minimum working age fram 14 to

improvement of medical care;

A copy cf this Act is attached to this report (Annex )

A copy of this ordinance is attached hereto (Annex 4)

improvement of industrial hygiene' and protection
restrietions of the emp10yment of juveniles in
jobs.

The Act on plant physicians, safety engineers
safety advisers. By virtue of this Act the
appoint factory doetars ,safety engineers end other s
With their expert application of the rules and
safety and labour medicine these specialists will make
possible use of the existing industrial safety and acci
methods.

The Protection of Young Workers Employment Act,
the following priorities:

During the period under revie1v 1LO Conventions Nos
126,133,134,136 and 139 which.deal with safe and
conditions were ratified.

sufficient Taam for movement at the nlace of

protection against harmful noises;

decent restrooms and toilets.

premises with good ventilation, lighting and

2. ~le ordinance on workplaces. It stipulates
offices, store-roams and shops have to be

3.

4.

The works council also participates in the creation cf

(2) In t11e Federal Republic of Germany the implementation
safety provisions and the safety measures are d
inspectors and by the technica1supervisory officers of the
accident insurance carriers on the basis of the Trade Act
Insurance Code. A general administrati ve regulation ensures
between both institutions.

e
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the construction, alteration or extension of works
premises belonging to the establishment;

\.,orl~ing processes and operations; ar

The employer has to inform the worl~s council ofany

4.. warl\. places

3.

1.

2. technical plants;

and has to consult the works council on the action envis
particular aCcolliit cf its impact on the nature of the work
made on the workers. In their consultations the
council shall have regard to the established findings of
to the desigrl of jobs. to meet human requirements.

condi tions.. It supportsthe authori ties
safety and the accident insurance carriers by
and information.. 'Ihe employer, the a.uthori ties
safety, the statuto~r accident insurance carriers and
are ged to invi te the vTorks .council or the members
purpose to participate in all inspections and matters
safety or accident prevention and in inquiries into
has to inform the works council immediately of any
instructions given by the bodies competent for industri
wi th industrial safety end acci.dent prevention e

Where a special burden is imposed on the workers as a result of
jobs~ operations or the working environment that are in
to the established findings of ergonomi es relating to the
to meet human requirements, the works council may request
to obviate, relieve or compensate for the additional

Thus for the first time since 1953 industrial
As compared to 1974, this is a decline by approximately
the number of industrial injuries has decreased

In , 4 ~ fatal accidents and fatal occupational dis
this means 495 cases or 9.5 per cent less than in

In 1975 a total cf 1.97 m industrial injuries (aceidents at
accidents, occupational diseases) were reportede

English
16

(3) In the Federal Republic cf Germany the creation of safe
condi tions for all workers is ensured by industrial s
corresponding supervision of their implementation.

(4) The last Accident Prevention Report of September 1976 shows t~be

the year 1975:

e

•



casesreported cases and 1,

Moreover the individual worker has the vested right to
employer discuss with him the appraisal of his
possibilities cf his occupational upgrading.

Thus the number of industrial and commuting
level - with serious accidents showing a very ~~~I~'~R

the number of fatal industrial diseases has never been
establishment of the Federal Republic of Germany. The
among the most frequent occupational diseases:

( hearing difficu1ties due to noise with 12,
cases of first-award compensation;

(b) serious skin diseases with 7 ~ 778 rep:o:rted cases
award

The works council has a right of participation as
guidelines for the selection of workers in connexion with
upgrading. The employer and the works council have to
training cf the staff within the framework of the manpower
establishment and in collaboration with the bodies that are
vocational training and for t~e promotion of vocational
request of the works council the employer must consult it
to further training. In this context the works
proposals. In the framework cf vocational training the
number of other rights for the benefit cf the workers
thus it participates in the decisions relating to
vocational training programmes in the establishment.

(c) silicosis with 6,
compensation.

It should furthermore be pointed
encouraged by financial aid fram
example persons participating in further training measures
purposes may receive a maintenance allowance during the
training plus the reimbursement cf the fees for the
of teaching material, travel, working clothes, sickness and
Non-single persons may 'receive reimbursement for the cast
lödging, if have to live out in order to be able to
course.

Finally, the free placement services take account

C. Equal opportunities for promotion

4It Section 75 of the Works Constitution Act lays down the
treatment, a principle which i8 also recognized by the labour
general unwritten principle of labour law. The works counc
its implementation.

e
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The above-mentioned EC regulation provides in

The regulation (EEC No. 543/69 of the Council of the
Communities) stipulates in general for drivers in road
rest period of 24 hours which must bepreceded or suce
rest period (o~ ordinarily 11 haurs which, under certain
may be reduced to 9 or,8 hours).

any temporary reduction or extension cf the hours
establishment.

the commencement and termination of the daily working hours
breaks and the weekly distribution of working hours;

wishes cf those j'ob-seekers who aim at an
also ace to workers who are still in an
wish for an occupational advancement. -In order ta
opportunities for men and wornen on the labour market
which existed until 1969 and provided that placement
wornen were to be exercised by warnen only was abolished
of men and warnen has turned out to be very effic

Rest 9 leisure, limitation of working haurs and holidays withpay

The works council has a say in the following matters in so
prescribed by legislation or collective agreement:

For most sectors in the Federal Republic of Germany these
regulatedby: the Federal Holidays Act, the
the Protection of Young Workers in Employment Act, the Act on
in Respect of Public Holidays, the Regulation on Hours
Maternity Protection Act. Many collective agreements
provisions on holidays and working hours than those

In the period under review, Conventions Nos. 132 and of the
Labour Organisation - Paid Annual Holidays (revised) and Paid
Leave - were ratified.

(i) The length of the weekly rest periods results first of
that in general no work is to be performed on Sundays and
In so far as this is in exceptional cases permissible at
rest must be granted for each Sun~ay and holiday; where
on two subsequent Sundays and holidays the period must be
36 hours, in the case of Christmas, Easter and vfuitsun
addition, there is a daily rest period cf 11 hours
public -hauses, establishments of the hotel industry
under certain circumstances be reduced to 10 hours.

(ii) The normal working hours onwork-daysmust not exceed
certain 10 hours.

(2)

D.

(1)

e

e



The most frequently agreed maximum attainable period cf holidays
31 work-days followed by 30, 32 and 27 work-days <& For about~"'J66

of all workers the col1ective agreements for
holiday of five weeks or more (67 per' cent of the wage
66 per cent of salaried employees); in the preceding year
case for only 58 per cent.

Most collective agreements do not provide for a
holidays, but for a basic holiday which has to be
workers and which increases by one or several up
attainable holiday. Criteria for such increases are
of service. For example, according to the collective
metal industry in North-Rhine Westfalia, all adult
holiday of at least 21 working days (= 25 work-days),
25 they receive 24 working days (= 28 work-days) and
27 working days (= 32work-days).

About 85 per cent of all workers enjoy a collectively
holiday of at least four weeks. 36 per cent even have
weeks or more.

For the remainder of the workers, i.a. in
catering trade and in parts of the f90d and
applicable collective agreements still provide
week. In 1976 there were reductions of
1.4 per cent of the workers. For the average of
week1yworkinghours now amount to40.24 hours

8 hours of actual driving per day which in certain
to 9 hours.

At, the end of 1976, about 92 per cent
agreed 40-hour week; in 1973 this was
workerse

Statutory holidays amount to 18 work-days (i.e.
or holidays), and for juveniles llnder 18 to

The majority of workers are granted the maximum attainable
age of 30 or 40, on the average at just under years
length of service counts, itusually takes about 10 years
maximum holidays .. ,

Many collective agreements also contain on
for certain workers or certain categories of workers

per cent of the workers collective agreements
additional holiday of up to six days (mosily , however,
case of heavy or hazardous work. Collective s
approximately 29 per cent of the workers provide for
for workers who, at the request of the employer, have
holidays in wintere In the majority of such cases an
per week of holidays is granted.

(iii)

e

e
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(iv) Wages have to be paid in respect of working
The number of public holidays varies between 10
on the Land.

( ) Members of the police are as a rule civil servants of the
subject to the respective state laws atld regulations In
Westfalia e.g. the normal working hours cf police amount
40 hours per week. The normal daily wo~king hours or
vary between seven and nine hours. Policemen must where
consecutive rest days per week Within aperiod of four
entitled to at least one Sunday off.

e

Special provisions apply to nursing personneI: may
per week, but the daily working hours should, as a rule,
with adequate breaks. In this context the collective
far more favourable provisions: in public hospitals the normal
amount to 144 hours within aperiod of three weeks - thus an
48 hours per week (with possible variations in both
hospitals the relevant co11ective agreement provides for normal
of 120 hours within three weeks, thus on average 40 hours per

(4) No further comments.

Article 8: Trade union rights

In the Federal Republic of Germany, Article 9, paragraph 3, cf the
embodies the freedom of association. 'It guarantees to everyone
trades ~ thus also to members of the armed forces, of the e
administration of the State which may be subjected to special
pursuant to Article 8, paragraph 2, cf the Covenant - to form
order to safeguard and promote working and economic conditions

Article9, paragraph 3, therefore guarantees the right to
trade unions. This right is also enjoyed by foreign workers
equally to men and warnen. This basic right is merely
paragraph 2, of the Basic Law, according to which associations
or activities conflict with criminal law or which are directed
constitutional order or the concept of international
prohibited.

A,B.

..
The Collective Agreement Act regulates questions which concern
activity of the trade unions, and the Works Constitution Act
questions which cancern the position cf trade unions inthe

The legal existence cf a trade union depends neither on
State nor on registration in a register of associations

any , the trade unions are to
associations or confederations, and these in turn may form
international trade union organizations. The trade
rights.



The right to strike is guaranteed.
statutory provisions in the Federal Republic of Germany
disputes. In this field, which is not regulated by law,
have evolved on the basis of court decisions - in particular
Federa1 Labour Court - which are considered as criteria for
whether strike action is legal or not. Thus strikes must
principle of reasonab1eness and may only be used as the means
resorted to (ultima ratio) for settling a conflict cf interests
be organized by a trade union and ai~ at regulating
conditions.

The trade unions have extensive rights and scope for
agreements they organize working life,

preparation of social laws, they send representatives to
bodies of the social insurance carriers and the Federal
and~ by means of honorary judges~roposed by them,
the labour and social courts and ~re a respected
Government in discussions on economic questions,
of the "coneerted action" and the Hsocial policy
representatives to supervisory bo~rds of,.:,tllldertakings
participation structure (cf. preliminary r~mark

closely co-operate with the works councils, the members
predominantly trade unionists.

Members of the armed farces, the police, civil servants and
conditions cf employment and remuneration are - in contrast
employed in the public service - not determined by
by legislation, donat have the right to strike. They are,
jain a trade union of their cboosing andthe central
competent trade unions have to be cansulted in the preparation
regulations on civil service law. This is the usual

Up to now there have been na difficulties. As the practice
in part based on court rulings and as there are na
regulations, attempts are being made to clarify trade union
where doubts still exist. Mention should be made of the

2. On 24 May 1977, the Federal Canstitutional Court
the Col1ective Agreements Act 3 according to

1. The insertibn of section 12 a into the Collective
gave autonomy to quasi-employed persons. Thus this
in particular free-lance people in radio and
journalists öf daily papers and journals, writers
artistic ·occupations - can steadily improve its
economic status with the means provided by, and
wage autonamy~ and can catch up with the labour
employees. The collective agreements concluded up to
cf section 12 aof the Collective Agreements Act
negotiations~ are in line with this legislative

De
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In the Federal Republicof Geriliany the guarantee of the
security is based on an extensive social which
of nationality, nearly the entire population cf the
Germany in the event of sickness, maternity~

occupational diseases, invalidity, old age and death.

In the field2 0f social insurance the following basic
particularly worth mentioning:

2. the Salaried Employees Insurance Act (pension
employees);

3. the Reich Miners' Act (sickness and pension insurance

5. the Act on Old-Age Assistance for Independent Farmers

1. the Reich Insurance Code (sickness and accident insurance
insurance of wage earners);

4. the Craftsmen's Insurance Act (pension insurance);

6. the Act on Sickness Insurance for Farmers.

Article 9: The right 'tc sccial security

The persons covered by the Federal Assistance to War Vict
implementing laws are granted medical treatment for ailments
recognized as being the result of an injury or which are
sequelae to these laws, disabled persons with
capacity cf at least 50 per cent (severely disabed
medical treatment for illnesses that are not

standards regulatingthe contents of an
declared generally binding, corresponds to the
standards of such a collec'tive agreement also
previously not bound by the collective
considerable practical significance. The
every fifth worker in the Federal Bepublic of
part~ regulated by a gener~lly binaing collective

Enßlish
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(1)

A serri.Jes cf further acts regulates specific problems
security of certain categories cf persons (members of the free
district chimneysweeps etc.). Additional provision is made

tIt laws and collective agreements.

The relevant basic act for the social compensation law is
Assistance to War Victims'Act; originally it covered
butas cf late it also extends to vaccination damage
violence; it is incorporated into the Social Code
on.

e
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of an injury if medical treatment is not provided otherwise
prerequisites, hospital treatment i8 gran~ed to the
disabled persons, to recipients of an attendance allowance
nursing staff~ as weIl as to widows, orphans and

Due to the regular across-the-board adjustment cf
Assistance to War Victims Act to established pensions
pension insurance system~ the pensions increased an
between 1970 and 1977, widows' pensions by as much as
grew to a considerably greater than wages

The law on sacial security will in future be faund in a
parts of which have already entered into force. The aim
draw together all the different and often complicated areas
simplify it, and to make it more transparent. They include
legislation on training incentives and employment
social campensation, child benefit and rent allowances,
assistance~ and on procedures to be followed by the
benefits~

Up to now the HGeneral Part" and the "Common Provisions
have entered into force. They cancern statutory health
accident insurance and the statutory pension insurance,
assistance for farmers.

(2)

e

Benefits under social insurance, social compensation law and.
age pension schemes (see below item 3) are supplemented
for which detailed provisions are laid down in the Federal Social
Act (Bun.~esso~ialhilfegesetz)11 This report does not cover
and child benefit, these will be dealt with elsewhere in the
article 10 ffe of the Covenant.

For the main characteristics of the existing system, referenc
comments in ·the 1974 report (Ir1 B). Foreign workers in
Federal Republic and their dependants are covered by the
social security to the same extent as German workers and

(a) Medical care together with other benefits in kind is
the statutory health insurance. The insured person may
qualified panel doetar in independent practice or any
included in the panel medical service as a hospital doetar
dental treatment, and if required in-patient treatment
charge.

In the case of pharmaceuticals, medicinal aids and
person is as a rule requested to bear 1 DM of the
diagnosis measures have already been referred to in
(111 B).

The insurance, inclu~ing benefits under items (b) (c)
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contributions equallyshared between the
Contribution rates vary, the average being about
remuneration which is taken into consideration
the contribution assessment ceiling of, at

(b) In the event of sickness wages continue to be
six weeks (see 111 A 4 ofthe 1974 report).
person is entit1ed to siek pay from the
amounting to 80 per cent of wages lost because
Siek pay is furthermore g~~nted to persons on
for the purpose cf looking after a siek

(c) Statutory health insuranee benefits include a
is normally granted for 6 weeks before and 8 weeks
(in case of premature and multiple birth the
extended to 12 weeks after childbirth).
bet\fee~ 3.50 DM and 25 DM a day depending on
maternity al10wance is less than the calendar wage
makes up the difference.

Insured persons without entitlement
who make voluntary contributions to the statutory health
system) are granted a flat rate amount of 150 DM, and
by their insurance an amount varying between 35 and

Prelinlinary remarks on i tems (d) to (eJ:

The contingencies under items (d) to (e) are covered by the
system which embraces over 80 per cent of the population of the
Republic of Germany. In this- context it is worth mentioning that
servants, for instance, have their own pension scheme outside
social insurance. The statutory pension insurance is financed
e'qual1y shared between the insured and their employers. The
ratesrepresent about 18 per cent ofthe remuneration which
consideration up to the amount of the, contribution assessment
(currently 3~4oo Dl,1 a month) c In addition, there are considerable
grants covering at present approximately 15 per cent of the
statutory pension system.

(d) As to the computation cf pensions, reference is made
(111 B). As a rule there is a qualifying period of
qualifying period is not applicable in case of
of an industrial injury and in certain other cases

A distinction is made between two types of
incapacity and unemployability.

(e) As to of persons and finance, see item d)
the cf pensions, see the 1974 (111
qualifying period is 180 months.



e
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(f) Survivors v pensions are payable towidows and,
also to widowers and divorced spou~es and to
of their eighteenth year. '\lliere an orphan has not
or vocational training or in case of invalidity the
payable up to the twenty~fifth year of age~ certain
delaying facts) it may even';be extended. The
widowers and divorced spouses amount to 60 per
incapacity or unemployability pension provided that
would have been entitled to any sucn, pension at the time
The corresponding pension rates for'~'<double run
for one-parent orphans at 10 per cent. In the case
a child's supplement is payable amounting to
total of all survivors i pensions must ~ ho"t.,.ever, not exceed
unemployability pension which would have been due at the

(g) Industtial injuries (including commuting accidents)
diseases are covered by the' statutory industrialacL.-L\.-&.L.l
the 1974 report :1r B). It is financed entirely by
contributions.

These benefits, too, are lYdynamized" (see para. 1 under
Pensions are computed on the basis of the insured person
earnings and the reduction of his earning capacity~ which
least 20 per cent. In case of total unemployability
two thirds of the annual earnings which are taken
insurance carriers up to a maximum amount of 48 5 000 DM
insurance carriers even go beyond this limit. In
supplements may be granted in addition to the pension.

Survivors' pensions are payable in the case of death as a
industrial injurYIJ Apart from industrial injury pensions
pensions~ pensions under the statutory pension scheme may
to a certain maximum amount. Benefits granted under
may be equivalent to sickness insuranc~ benefits
where the injured has not been affiliated to the
insurance.

(h) Benefits in case of unemployment are served by the Federal
Labour and financed from contributions equally shared
person and his employer (1.5 per cent of the remuneration

Unemployment benefit is granted subject to a
monthso The maximum duiation of benefits is one year
benefit amounts to 68 per cent of the net remunerations
unemployment benefit, unemployment assistance may be
of 58 per cent of the net remuneration. Its
its award is subject to a means test.
unemployment assistance have recently
adjustment as in the case of pensions
insurance system.
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Ci) These aspects will be covered in the comments on article 10
Covenant.

(3) During the period under review the following new
in the field of social security:

s

Health insurance

e

As from 1 January 1974 there are no limitations to the
hospital treatment. As a result the previous maximum
langer applicable. At the same time a new lcind of benefit
in the form of sick pay to insured persons who have been
in order to look after or take care of their siek child
Another new type of benefit is the provision for horne
horne help services arises where the household i8
parent being in hospital, in a maternity ward or
In connexion with a Penal Code reform the catalogue
statutory health insurance system has been extended to
case of lawful sterilization and abortion to be applied as fram
1 December 1975.

As from 1 July 1975 the severely disabled have been able
the statutory health insurance system. At the same time
was extend~d to the disabled working in recognized sheltered
other institutions. Since the beginning of the academic year
university students and trainees have also been covered
health insurance system.

Pension insurance

as from 1 Ju1y 1973 by 11.35 per 'cent (16th
8 June 1973);

In the period under review~ pensions under the statutory
system (wage earners~ sa1arie~ employees, miners) have been
folIows:

•
as from 1 July"1974 by 11.2. per cent (17th Pension
1 April 1974);

as from 1 Ju1y 1975 by 11.1 per cent (18th Pension
28 April 1975);

as fram 1 July 1976 by 11.0 per cent (19th Pension
3 June 1976);

as fram 1 July 1977 by 9.9 per cent (20th
27 June 1977).

With the 20th Pension Adjustment Act the date of future
has beenadvanced from 1 July to 1 January of each year
1 January 1979.



By virtue of the Act on Social Security for the Disabled
disabled persans working in workshops for the disabled 
in hornes or other establishments or taking part
programmes provided by special institutions have been
health and pension insurance systems. Furthermore,
for unemployable persons to be eligible for an
the statutory pension insurance, provided that
period af coverage (contribution periods and
240 calendar months befare the date of f~ling their

The First :f\1arriage and Family Law Reform Act cf 14 June 1976_,
of which entered into force on 1 July 1977, has same effect
pension scheme and its provisions as to the sharing af
case of a divorce pension rights are to be shared, where
the spouses entitlements to a retirement pension or an
or uneTIlployabi1ity pension have been acquired during the
The spouse with higher entitlements in terms of va1ue 1S under
share them withthe other spouse. The latter is .entitled
difference in value.. The equalization i8 carried out by
of entit1ements under the statutory pension insurance
of these questions lies with the family court.

Under the Pension Reform Act of 1972~ pension insurance carriers
obligation to inform insured persons whohave reached the age
amount of their retirement pension entitlement. .By
22 December 1975~ which came into effecton 1 January ,
has been extended to insured persons having reached the age

In the 20th Pension Adjustment O.Act of 27 June 1977 prO"visions
down to improve the financial basis cf the statutory
The following aspects 'are particularly worth mentioning:

(a) As of 1 January 1979, unemployed persons will
of compulsori1y covered persons atthe expense
of Labour. This is to render the system less
fram the labour market. Under present law~

as a rule considered as excused periodso

(c) The children's ,up to now has been
basis and thus been dynamized, was fixed at

as of 1 July 19770 This measure aims at about
of the equalization of family burdens which with
reform and the accompanying reform of ~hildrenfs allowances

(b) As of 1 Ju1y 1977, recipients of a flexible (from
respectively) or an anticipated old-age pension (in
the age of 60) may talce up additional employment which
exceed two months or 50 working days per year For
flexible old~age pension additional earnings
mustnot exceed 1000 DM' andfor recipients of
pension they must not exceed 450 DMe

e

e
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( Orphans having reached the age of 18 are no
pension they receive on the basis of a

DM or a maintenance allowance of 730 DM
Promotion Act.

(e) For pensioners who have taken out~-. voluntary or
the statutory pension insurance carrier will pay a
amounting to 11 per cent of the pension as of 1
1 January 1978 this contribution subsidy will be
amount of the contribution which the insured person
insurance.

Accident insurance

In the period under review, the pensions and the attendance
the statutory accident insurance have been adjusted as

as fram 1 January 1974 by 9.4 per cent (16th Pensions

as from 1 January 1975 by 11.9 per cent (17th Pensions

as fram 1 January 1976 by 11.7 per cent (18th

as from 1 January 1977 by 7.0 per cent (19th Pensions

e

The adjustment rate for 1 January 1978 will amount to 704 per
Pensions Adjustment Act).

Orthop.edic care for victims ofaccidents including the
limbs and other applianceshas beenimproved by the ...;.........:....:.... ~_~~

In the new regulation provisiops are laid down as to the
limbs and invalid chairs and grants for the acquisition of a

e
The reJ:'5ulation amending the Seventh Industrial Diseases Regulation of
8 December.1976 added another· four items to the list of industrial diseases
The list now includes 55 industrial diseases qualifying for

Old-age assistance for farmers

The Seventh Act on the continuous adtiustment of retirement pensions under the
agricultural old-age benefits scheme cf 19 December 1973 provided for
significant improvement cf benefits. As. fram 1 January 1975
adjusted in accordance with the statutory pension
the rates applicab1e in 1974 for agriclJ..ltural retirement
pensions as weIl as for the land surrender pensions. A
agricultural retirement pensions is to ensure thatafter
contributions the basic pension amount is increased by

y"ear for which full contribution has been
1 January an orphan's allowance has been ~~+~~~

the regular adjustments applicable to all other



Adjustment calculations take account of the basic amounts
1973.

For emplcyees in agriculture and forestry a ...HAt't'...L.\.,.J.U.\.,.U VUI. J K .... uU..bvJ.J. U'-J.J.'-.l.U'

been established by Act cf 31 July 1974. The Act
to the collective agreement concluded on 20 November
employees in agriculture and forestry. Persons with a
in agriculture and forestry and their survivors are
certain conditions, to offset payments bringing their
pensions under the statutory pension syst~m and the
agreement. The supplementary pension scheme is financed

as from 1 January 1977 by 67.20 per cent (3rd
Adjustment Regulation Saar of 11 November 1976).

as from 1 January 1975 by 35.58 per cent (2nd
Adjustment Regulation Saar of 5 November 1974);

as from 1 January 1973 by 9.5 per cent (1st
Adjustment Regulation Saar of ,15 December 1972

Supplementary insurance schemes

The Miners' Supplementary Insurance Scheme ror the Saarland
Act of 22 December1971. The scheme covers the employees
several other companies of the iran producing, proces
industry in the Saarland who on 1 December 1970 were momho~c

miners' pension insurance scheme. Emp10yees of other
branches of industry may upon request be admitted to
provided that two thirds of the work force are in favourl»

Rehabilitation

Benefits under this scheme are to be granted only
comparablebenefits under the statutory pension
statutory pension insurance are applied @

increased as folIows:

The Act, which took effect on 1 October 1974, on
rehabilitation benefits under the various social
(statutory health insurance, accident and pension insurane
promotion, victims of war pension scheme) provided for an
different rehabilitation benefits and for their
and' scope. Duringparticipation in arehabilitation programme
the previous net remuneration is generally granted way
benefit which is adapted every' year in accordance with the
trendo The procedures for initiating and carrying out
programmes have been , involving a more
for the disabled; an obligation for doctors to
been introduced.

e

e
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Benefits under the Employment Promotion Act

In recent years unemployment and short~time work have
importance of benefits under the Emplgyment Promotion
respect the system of social security!:fias been further
under review. The following changes are worth

(a) As from 1 October 1974~ unemployment benefit,
maintenance benef'it have' ,Jj'een annually
under the pens'ion insurance

e

(b) In cases where participation in training courses i8
given e~ployment situation (in case of existing or
and in,the absence of vocational qualification)
participants in 'vocational training progr~unes represent
thenet~wage. In all other cases the maintenance
58 per cent (equivalent to the unemployment benefit)@ As
unemployment benefits, maintenance benefits have now been
conditional upon the completion of a qualifying

(c) Eligibility for unemployment assistance supplementing
insurance scheme ·w~s hitherto dependent either on
cf unemployment benefit or on againful employment of
duringthe last yearo Periods of vocational training
c~rtain social beriefits may now replacethe p~riod of
which would otherwise be the condition for the
assistance. ~1or'eover, the means test now mal\'.es allowance for
considerably higher exemptions for property.

inup to 12 months in case of an exceptional
branches of industry or regions, and

(d) The maximum duration of the short-time wark allowance had been
with the passibility of an extension to 12 months in case
exceptional situation on the labour market. Provision has
for an extension cf the maximum duration regulation to

--
up to 24 months if at the same time an exceptional '
prevailing on the labour market as a whole.

In several instances these possibilities have been

(e) Payments in respect of wage debts in the
introduced in 1974. These payments are
wage claims in the last three months befare the

~~ __~~,Ur,~. Payments are made to the amount of
insurance contribution debts for the same
provided forw The scheme is financed fram a
Wage debts now canstitute a debt chargeable
of theAct is attached as annex l~



The importance of works' old-age pension
1974 report (see 111 B). In the meantime the
pension coverage dated 19 December 1974 "has ------------------~--~~-~~~

status of employees to whom old-age, invalidity or
have been pledged on the basis of their employment
age pension coverage):

(b) A protection against attrition clause has been
increases of other pension payments as a result of
economic trends are not offset against works' old-age

(a) Prospective pension entitlement are no langer
an at least 35-year~old employee on condition that he
by the pension pledge for at least 10 years or that
of the establishment for at least 12 years and been
pension pledge for at least 3 years;

(c) The commencement of workst old-agebenefits is harmonized
commencement of the flexible or early retirement
statutory pension ins~rance system (see I1I B of the

A copY of the Act is attached as annex 2. ~

(d) In case of insolvency of the employer, entitlements under a
pledge are protected by an insolvency insurance scheme;

(e) The employer is required to examine thepossibility of
benefits provided under works' old-age pensioncoverage
intervals and to reach his decision on the basis of

~/ See foot~note 3.

~

e
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Reference materials appended to the report*

Annexes

Article 6

10 Special Federal Government programmes to

26 Vocational Training Act - dated

30 Comments on article 6 concerning

~

4. Notification to promulgate a consolidated text of
Persons·Act ~ dated 29 April 1974.

Article7

1. Works Constitution Act - dated 15 January

2 ~ Act respecting workers v co--participation ( .. ~LJ
4 ~.1ay 1976.

30 Research on the Humanization cf WO'r:k -- Actl0n programme
for Labour and Social Affairs and the Federal Minister
Technology.

1+. Ordinanc.e on workplaces (vJorkplaces Ordinance) dated 20

Article 9

50 Act onpl~ntphysicians~ safety engineers and other
specialists ~ dated 12 December 1973.

- 1. Act respecting payments in respect of wage
(Employment Promotion (Amendment) Act (No

2. An Act to improve works old-age pension coverage

* These reference materials are available
the Secretariat in their original 1anguage as
Germany.
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